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Message from the Executive Committee
Dear community members,
We are excited to print the first paper newsletter for TAHTS. Although TAHTS has been serving the community for more than a decade, many of you do not know of the various services we provide.
Through this newsletter ( paper and soft copy), we are hoping to introduce the philosophy, mission and services provided by this volunteer body.
Triangle area had only one Hindu temple (HSNC) since 1983. As
BAPS and the SV temples were built, community started to divide
their time between the three on them. In 2008, the leaders of these
temples decided to form a body, that will help all individual temples
to flourish and achieve their mission, while maintaining peace, cooperation and harmony between them. That is how “TRIANGLE AREA
HINDU TEMPLES “( TAHTS) came into being. This was especially
important because the reports of animosity and distrust between
temples of other cities in the USA.
To achieve this goal, TAHTS requested the participating temples to
conduct an annual event under TAHTS umbrella, where all temples
will come together to help. Health fair was given to HSNC. SV Temple conducted Kids summit and BAPS organized the Kite flying and
Blood drive. New area temples like Swaminarayan Hindu temple
Secondary Story Headline
(ISSO), Krishna Dham and Radhakrishna Temples have also joined.
Most recently, although not exactly in the Triangle, yet in the area,
ISKON ( Hare Rama Hare Krishna temple of Hillsboro) has agreed to
join TAHTS. ISSO is conducting 5 K run under the TAHTS umbrella
since last year.
TAHTS has also started to address community social issues, usually
not covered in the temple activities. Community support group has
been created to help all (Hindus and non Hindus), with Family, medical, financial and funeral like different issues of daily living.

Continuation of the message from Executive Committee
Outreach committee is interacting with other religious groups and promoting interfaith interaction.
Its knowledgeable speakers have spread the message of Hinduism in several American gatherings.

ence and sent money for Orissa Cyclone victims.

We hope that our efforts not only keep peace and
harmony between the temples, but also provide
useful services to our communities. This way we
Disaster relief committee has taken initiative to
will present a good example for the next generation
collect funds and distribute it for disasters affecting to follow and shine the beacon of our religion and
the humanity in USA, India and other places. Last culture in tomorrow’s America
year they travelled to Jacksonville, NC to personally deliver supplies to the victims of hurricane FlorWe live in the best country on the planet. There are multiple governmental, charitable and religious
agencies to help a person in need. Still our Indian community sometimes does not avail these facilities.
Part of the reason is hesitation of going to strange offices and talking to strange people in English. The
following groups are created to help community members in seeking such help when available. Aim is
to use the support already available and not start it from scratch. Yet, some unique needs, like Hindu
funeral ceremony need a new approach.
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Community Support Committees:
Senior

Outreach

Newcomer

Funeral

Banu Krishnamurthi
Bharat Parikh **

Anu Virkar
Harsukh Gevaria

Arvind Shah
Madhu Gangwal

Anu Virkar
Arvind Shah

Jothi V Kumar

Karishma Shah

Prakash Patel

Bhupendra Gupta

Ramesh Vora

Sunita Gogate **

Praveen Tatineni

Diju Raha

Anu Virkar

Vanashree Selukar

Promila Domadia **

Gunvant Bhakta **

Baba Malleshappa

Vinod Goel

Ramesh Vora

Harita Patel

K.B and Vanaja
Chandran
Madhu Mendiratta

Jaylan Parikh*

Suresh Karala

Jothi Kumar

Bhaskar Venepalli*

Kishor Trivedi

Pramila Kotiya
Prashant Diwan
Prashant Sonkar
Renu Jain
Shivangi Joshi
Vanashree Selukar
Dhruva Kumar*

Teen,
Marriage and
Family
Anju Singh
Ravinder Singh
Anu Virkar
Bharat Parikh
Karishma shah
Kesavw Nair
Madhu Dev
Meera Phaltankar
Nitin and Shilpa
Kumdeshwar
Ritu Kaur **

Madhu Sharma

Tax
Madan Goyal
Praveen Shukla
Vijay Gupta**
Prasad Vanguri*

Matrimonial
Anu Virkar
Bharati Vengannagari
Srini Rajgopal
Vasudha Gupta **
Vibha Goel

Medicare and
Medicaid

Lalitha Venkatesh
Nimiksha patel
Prakash Patel
Prashant Diwan
Renu Jain **

Usha Gulati

Shivangi Joshi

Jaylan Parikh*

Dhruva Kumar*

Nila Acharya
Pankaj Parikh

Anu Virkar

Piyush Sura

Bharat Parikh

Pravin Shah

Malleshappa Baba

Pravin Shukla

Pashant Diwan
Prashant Sonkar

Prince Patel

Praveen Shulka

Rajeev Kamath

Priyadarshan Phaltankar
Sukhesh Pai **

Ravi Mulukutla

Prasad Vanguri*

Sanjay Rao

Dhruva Kumar*

Hospital and
Cancer

Neeta Chokshi

Disaster
Relief
Anju Vyas
Balvinder Sindhu
Jashi Abhirajan
Lalitha
Pamarthi **
Pavan Yerramsetty
Poornima Halnur
Sujal Patel
Vijay Arja
Prasad Vanguri*

Radu Atri

Renu Jain
Rinku Patel
Steve Rao
Sujal Patel
Swapna Punyakoteeswaran
Usha Gulati
Venkat Mandavi
Viren Patel
Nailesh Dave*
** Denotes Team Leads
* Denotes Committee
Liaison to the executive
committee

TAHTS Website: www.tahts.org || Telephone Number: (919) 208-0695 || Email: newsletter@tahts.org ||
The TAHTS newsletter is published every other month. Please contact newsletter@tahts.org, if you
would like to access the newsletter from our website and not receive a paper copy.
Please send newsletter@tahts.org your name, mailing address and email, if you would like to receive
a printed copy.
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Committee Reports
Senior Help Committee
The committee experienced many opportunities to serve the community. Senior help committee
members assessed the needs and provided much needed support to the families in need.
There was a death in a family. The committee members helped the family with funeral arrangements and moral support. Another family needed help with a cancer patient that the committee
members served with multiple visits.
Committee members were appreciated for their love, dedication and hard-work.

Medicare Committee
TAHTs pulled together the necessary resources and venues to organize Medicare information sessions during the open enrollment period of 2019. This is the first year TAHTs community support
group has organized such sessions. The newsletter flyers and the sessions themselves helped
spread the word about the services of the committee. There is active interest in the community to
get Medical insurance related information from the community support group. There were even a
few people who came out of the woodwork to clarify questions about Medicare and Medicaid – a
few with no medical insurance. It was a really satisfying experience for the volunteers to guide the
seniors and shine some light in their lives.

Disaster Relief Committee
Committee’s mission is to help disaster affected victims by mobilizing volunteers and donors in a
timely manner. DRC has been actively participating in the Triangle area to provide relief efforts for
disaster aid in the United States and India.
In May 2019, the DRC raised funds during a 5K walkathon for cyclone Phani victims. Phani caused
extensive damage in Orissa and neighboring states. It affected more than a million people. TAHT'S
DRC look forward to a more productive year of volunteering and serving.
The DRC is kick-starting its fund raising events for 2020 with a 5k TAHTS DRC Walkathon.
Date: March 7, 2020
Time: 9:00 AM - 12:00 PM
Venue: Morrisville
Please donate your time and money for a good cause. We hope to see you there.

Funeral Committee
The committee organization has finished the first report on the WHAT and HOW to arrange a
Hindu funeral event in case you need it. The report is available on the web site www.tahts.org
Please read it and provide your comments/suggestions to chairpersons Mrs Damodia
(mjdomadia@att.net) and Mr. Ramesh Vora ( rameshvora3@gmail.com) so that we can improve it
further.
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Committee Reports Continues...
Teenage, Marriage and Family Issues Committee
Goals are to support parents in need of help in dealing with issues with their teens, equip them to respond to their teens that are being bullied, harassed, having drug problems, anger issues, behavioral,
and mental health issues. This team will empower and capacitate parents that may be dealing with a
disconnect between their belief and practices of their home country and communication gaps with
their teens.
Parenting a teenager is not easy in any culture. There may be communication problems, moodiness,
arguments, and clash between different cultural beliefs and values. This subcommittee will support
parents with tips to deal with these situations. We will help you understand adolescent development
to connect with your teen and handle problems and challenges together
The Teenage Issues sub-committee will receive such calls through a hotline number and respondthrough crisis counseling, and referrals in a cultural-specific way and confidential manner.
This sub-committee supports in various ways:

•

Education and support

•

Family coaching and support

•

24/7 Crisis Counselling

•

Conflict resolution

•

Referrals, and support

•

Referrals for spousal and family problems

We do not proide therapy or clinical counseling.

Tax Committee
This committee has certified tax preparers who work on voluntary basis. Anyone can use this help.
These volunteers work through the following two agencies .
AARP ( www.aarp.org/taxaide) : Any one can use their services. No income limit. Personal or business
taxes . They can not do your return if your business shows a loss or uses accrual basis. Their locations are
spread all over the triangle, see the website for details.
Retired and Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP) of Durham (rsvp@durhamtech.edu): They
work in Durham area. Only personal tax for low income people ( Below $55,000.00 annual) and senior
citizens .
Mission of the Triangle Area Hindu Temples is

•

•

To solidify individual resources for the community service activities such as blood drive, kite
flying festival, health fair, and kids summit. Thus bringing the entire Indian community under
one roof.
Complement each temple/organization by mutual publicity of events for better coordination.

The events are conducted to address the welfare and humanitarian needs of the society.
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Ramakrishna Vedanta Society of North Carolina
RKVSNC is dedicated to the practice and propagation of the
ideals of Vedanta as presented to the modern world by
Sri Ramakrishna, Sri Sarada Devi, and Swami Vivekananda.
♦ Arise, Awake, and Stop Not Till the Goal is Reached
♦

Self-knowledge is the Beginning of Wisdom

Join us to explore the Essence of Vedanta - vedantanc.org
3109 Globe Road Morrisville, NC
Email: vedantanc.org
Phone: 919-412-8304

HEALTH CORNER: By Dr Pankaj Parikh
HEART ATTACK PREVENTION
There were several instances of major heart attack or death in the town in the past few months
among the Indian Community.
Would you wait till you or one of your close friend or family suffer from an episode of sudden death
or severe heart attack?
If you do have ANY ONE or more of the following risk factors, consider seeing a heart doctor preferably in your early forties (esp in man) so that preventive measures can be initiated quite early
in the life.
1. family history of heart disease before age of 65
2. diabetes -even borderline.
3. smoking
4. total cholesterol level above 200 mg/dL. Or LDL above 130.
5. high blood pressure.
6. Obesity.
7. Presence of blockage in any of the arteries in body.(atherosclerosis), e.g. .Stroke, carotid disease or poor circulation in leg.
Keep in mind that being of Asian Indian origin is a risk factor by itself and if you are male, you
are prone to the disease 5 to 10 years earlier. Waiting till heart attack or stroke occurs, is like
waiting for the fire to start in the house before taking preventive measures. Excellent and sim-

ple means are available to pick up heart disease way before major events happen.
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Triangle Indian-American Physicians Society (TIPS)
The mission of TIPS is to bring together physicians of Indian-American background located in the
Triangle region of North Carolina, by representing and facilitating their educational, professional,
community and patient-oriented interests. TIPS is an independent, not-for-profit organization that
was formed in 2005 to advance the professional aspirations of its members and to contribute to local
community affairs. It has since grown over the years and is increasingly recognized as a strong voice
in the health care arena in the Triangle region.
Membership is free and includes opportunities to participate in various programs organized by TIPS.
This year TIPS is organizing its 14th Annual Symposium on Saturday March 14, 2020 at Andrews
Center, WakeMed Raleigh. Highly renowned speakers will be presenting advanced topics that help
you understand the latest trends in health care. TIPS CME programs are open to all physicians irrespective of their background, location or membership status. Registration is free for the CME events.

Hindu Swayamsevak Sangh, USA
With a lofty goal of world peace, Hindu Swayamsevak Sangh or HSS is
inspired by the idea that the whole world is one family. HSS operates
on the premise that the world can be a better place only by inculcating
good characters in people. HSS uses proven techniques to impart
strong characters of self-discipline, self-confidence and selfless service
to its volunteers. These character sets are built on the strong foundation of personal strength in physical, intellectual and spiritual abilities. Through weekly 90 minute structured classes (called shakhas),
the whole family can imbibe these characters in a family friendly environment. The effect of personal transformation in participants spills
over in the community they live in creating positive change. Visit www.hssus.org to learn more

Habitat Volunteering
You are invited to join the Interfaith Habitat Wake County home build this year. This is our 4th
year in participating with the Habitat. Past volunteers have had great experiences in helping build
a house, No experience needed, just need to be at least 18 years old and willingness to do some manual labor/ work and may learn a new skill.
The following are available opportunities at 2615 Westinghouse Blvd, Raleigh location.
Sat March 7th - 8 am to 3 pm

5 volunteers are needed

Sat April 25th - 8 am to 3 pm

5 volunteers are needed

We would like your help in providing lunch for 25 people, food, drink and paper products. Please volunteer to provide this support. Email Renu Jain at renujain101@gmail.com for more information.

Please consider advertising your business and organization to the community here.
Advertisements in the newsletter are to offset printing and mailing costs of this Newsletter.
Send all inquiries to newsletter@tahts.org. Next publication date is May 2020.
Advertisement rate: Full Page: $150.00, Half page $80, Quarter page $50 per issue
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Krishnadham USA’s vision is shaping up at Jordan Lake
With Shrinathjibava’s blessings, RTP Vaishnavas vision of building a Haveli under Krishandham USA is shaping up. Surrounded with the nature, a beautiful 16
acres land was donated by Dr. Hemant Sheth in the year 2015. Then efforts were
put together by all RTP and nearby area Vaishnavas having a spiritual place of
“CHAR DHAM” with first phase being a “Shrinathji Haveli” is in progress. The
site plans were prepared, and approved by Chatham County, site contractor was
selected, and site construction begun in September 2019. Entire 16-acre site is now
cleared, grading competed, Storm water management system is in place, and wetland restoration has been completed. Starting March, turning lane and parking lot
work has been planned and site completion scheduled to be completed by end of May 2020. The
building plans development is under progress and building construction is scheduled to begin end of
May 2020. The total estimated project cost is $1.2M. The fund-raising efforts are ongoing and multiple events are planned this year. Currently, Krishnadham USA is conducting “Shrinathji” darshans on
every Saturday evening with monthly “Manorath”.
The site will have following features:
 5,000 sqft “Haveli”
 84 Mahaprabhuji’s Bethakji
 Giriraj & Amphitheater
 Walking trail (Pradkshina kedi)
 Yamuna Sarovar & Yamuna River
 Southeast center for Pushtimargiya Vaishnava.
For more information, please contact: Gaurang Majmudar 919-539-3848

Radha Krishna Temple of NC
The Radha Krishna temple stands as a haven for community members to practice their devotion,
participate in festivals and promote health and spiritual wellness of the community. Much like the
sacred city of Vrindavan, the temple evokes the feelings of joy and youthfulness Krishna displayed
towards his devotees. The temple has received immeasurable quantities love and support from devotees of all ages. In fact, many of the activities the temple hosts are organized by volunteer devotees. The devotees truly provide this place with a pulse.
Located in Apex, the Radha Krishna Temple looks over its young Yamuna river. The soft silence of
the surrounding woods creates a blissful, meditative environment for the temple. The bliss persists
even on events of full-house, as devotees buzz with joy.
There are numerous opportunities for devotees to participate in Vedic teachings. Devotees of all ages collect to educate themselves on the ancient teachings. The Radha Krishna Temple experience
isn’t simply a practicing opportunity but one for learning as well.
Join us for our periodic temple events. We are located at 23 Radhika Way (1635 Hollands Chapel
Rd) Apex, NC 27523. For more information, visit our website radhakrishnatemplenc.org/
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From:
Triangle Area Hindu Temples

P.O.Box 3184
Cary, NC 27519
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